INTRODUCTION
Combinatorial properties of finite and infinité words are of increasing importance in various fields of physics, biology, mathematics and computer science. Infinité words generated by various devices have been considered [11] . We are interested hère in a special family of infinité words, namely Sturmian words. Sturmian words represent the simplest family of quasicrystals (see e.g. [2] ). They have numerous other properties, related to continued fraction expansion {see [4, 6] for recent results, in relation with iterating morphisms). There are numerous relations with fractals and data compression [7, 8, 9, 12] , with molecular biology [10] .
In this Note, we prove a combinatorial property of a special class of morphic words, namely morphic Sturmian words. The property is best explained by an example. Consider the infinité Fibonacci word f = abaababaabaab... generated by the morphism
In contrast to words generated by substitutions (L e. codings of morphic words), morphic words do not well behave with respect to the shift. However, the Fibonacci word is an exception. Indeed, both words a f = aabaababaabaab... This property will be shown to hold for a wide class of words, namely for all morphic words which are characteristic Sturmian words.
PREL1MINARIES
An infinité word is a mapping x : N+ -* A where N+ = {1, 2 ...} is the set of positive integers and A is an alphabet. In the sequel, we consider binary words, that is words over a two letter alphabet A = {a, b}. A u is the set of infinité words on A and A°° = A* \J A u .
Let ƒ : A* -> A* be a morphism. Assume that, for some letter a, the word ƒ (a) starts with a. Then f n+1 (a) starts with / n (a) for ail n. If the set { f n (a)\n ^ 0} is infinité, then there exists a unique infinité word x
Informatique théorique et Applications/Theoretical Informaties and Applications such that every ƒ n (a) is a prefix of x. The word x is said to be generated by iterating ƒ. For gênerai results, see [13] . An infinité word x is morphic if it is generated by iterating a morphism. Any morphism that générâtes x is a generator.
The complexity function of an infinité word x is the function P x where P x (n) is the number of factors of length n of x. It is well-known (e. g. [5] ) that x is ultimately periodic as soon as P x (n) ^ n for some n ^ 0. A word x is Sturmian if P x (n) = n + 1 f or ail n. For any w G A°°, Fact (w) dénotes the set of finite factors of w. Setting, for any u, v G A* such that \u\ = |t/|, 6(IÉ, v) = ||it| a -|t/| a |, we call balancée a word w G A°° such that 6 (n, f ) ^ 1 for any u, v G Fact (tü) with |w| = |u|. Sturmian words are intimately related to cutting séquences in the plane (also known as Beatty séquences. For a recent exposition, see [4] ). Let a, p be real numbers with 0 < a < 1. Consider the infinité words
The following theorem states well-known characterizations of Sturmian words.
THEOREM 2.1 [5, 15] : Let x be an infinité binary word. The following conditions are equivalent:
x is balanced and not ultimately periodic; (iii) there exist an irrational number a (0 < a < 1) and a real p such that
A Sturmian word x is characteristic if x -s a; o for some irrational a (0 < a < 1). We write then c a = s a) o-I n this case, s a; o = s^ 0 . In view of the preceding theorem, characteristic words are also described by COROLLARY We call a Sturmian morphism positive if it is a composition of E and ö. An explicit description of positive Sturmian morphisms can be given in terms of standard pairs. For this, we consider the family 1Z of (unordered) pairs of words of A* defined as the smallest set of pairs of words such that • The fact that the morphisms f a and ƒ& are Sturmian are also an immédiate conséquence of more gênerai results of [19] . We need hère a more précise statement. Oberve that g = ƒ. 
